
 

If you are searching for calendars to make your days exciting with the addition of stars on every date, this calendar is for you.
The calendar was published in 1989 by Mathrubhumi, a publication company based in Chennai. The stars are added to the dates
that have interesting events happening that day or anniversary occurring there. You can find this attractive looking calendar at
any bookstore here or online at http://mathrubhumi.com/calendar-1989-with-stars/. You can also search other calendars
available online by the same publisher, Mathrubhumi, at their website. The site is http://mathrubhumi.com/. There are different
types of Malayalam calendars available here. The text for this article was taken from the website of Mathrubhumi, which is
http://mathrubhumi.com/calendar-1989-with-stars/. The malayalam calendar with stars published by the popular Malayalam
news magazine Mathrubhumi in 1989. The calendar included different colorful stickers with various symbols, colors, and sizes
with several interesting facts about the day's events that happened in 1989 along with many major festival days are also
mentioned. There are enough stickers for almost every day of the year. The calendar was printed on thick cardboard with plastic
cover and printed on glossy paper. The date was printed on the right of the month names, and the page number is printed left of
the month names. This calendar is a must for those who love reading Malayalam magazines or newspapers. This article presents
this interesting piece of information about the Malayalam Calendar 1989 With Stars published by Mathrubhumi, which can be
found at http://mathrubhumi.com/calendar-1989-with-stars/. 

About Mathrubhumi Mathrubhumi News is an English news magazine that has its offices in Chennai, India. It is one of the
largest circulated Malayalam language magazines in India. Its daily news digest in English, Mathrubhumi News Today is one of
the most popular online news portals in Kerala [1]. The main edition of Mathrubhumi was started on January 1, 1941. The
founder is P V Joseph and T E Abraham is currently its Managing Director and Editor in Chief.
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